
SRMC + Technology Plus
Your Complete Security Solution

We offer all things physical security and internet, together. 

We live in a world that is connected by networks 

and fiber. It’s highly likely every major piece of tech 

in your organization can be accessed and managed 

over your network - which presents a new world of 

security risks that need to be addressed.

SRMC and Technology Plus partner to use their real-world experience and technical expertise to 

safeguard leading businesses and organizations worldwide, in diverse industries: Education, Healthcare, 

Corporate, Government, Retail, Architecture & Engineering, and Cultural Properties, among others.

Together we bring a complete turnkey operation - SRMC handles the physical security side of the 

house - initial assessment and technology design while Technology Plus brings the engineering and 

network pieces together.

IT now owns the structure for everything 

connected over the internet as well 

as security which means you need the 

expertise to make sure that everything 

that is connected, stays secure.

Schedule a Consultation

614.224.3100srmcllc.com/tp-partnership

It all starts with a FREE call. We’d love to learn more about you, your unique 

organization, and your current security needs. Let’s chat! 

Assessments - assess ongoing threats & risk 
vulnerabilities

Planning - mitigation strategy planning based on 
assessment findings

Design - physical security design of systems, 
technology & strategy

Assessments - assess network infrastructure and 
requirements

Planning - what infrastructure needs to be in place 
for everything to work together

Design - make sure network structure is supporting 
physical security and other systems
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Technology Plus (TPI) founded in 1991, is an independent consulting and engineering firm with over 400 clients 

based in Denver, Colorado with satellite offices in Los Angeles and Phoenix. Servicing commercial, federal, 

state, municipal, healthcare, aviation, and hospitality clients, TPI specializes in technology convergence and 

collaboration, and counsels our clients on how new advances in communications, security, the internet of things 

(IOT), and artificial intelligence (AI) will affect their long and short-term technology investment goals. 

TPI provides clients with an unbiased business needs analysis inclusive of software, hardware, and services. TPI 

also provides delivery methodologies inclusive of on-premise, cloud, and/or hybrid solutions. Unlike many other 

consulting firms, TPI invests heavily in actively participating in our Vendor Liaison Consulting Programs with 

both the leading and emerging technology solution vendors. This keeps TPI abreast of new technologies as they 

emerge and provides our clients a holistic and strategic view of the latest technological innovations. 

Founded in 1989, Security Risk Management Consultants, LLC (SRMC) is a professional, independent security 

consultancy serving clients throughout the United States and abroad.  In the past ten years alone, we have worked 

in over thirty-nine states as well as the District of Columbia, Cayman Islands, China, Egypt, India, Ireland, the 

Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Spain, and the United Arab Emirates.  SRMC is a certified Woman’s Business 

Enterprise (WBE) and Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB) through the Women’s Business Enterprise Council 

(WBENC).  We are headquartered in Columbus, OH with satellite offices in Cleveland, OH, Ann Arbor, MI, Venice, 

FL, and Huntsville, AL.  We are fully licensed in both states that require it to perform security consulting services: 

Nevada (2315) and Virginia (11-8042).

SRMC provides security vulnerability assessment, master planning, design development, technical specification, 

and project and program review and management support services to a wide range of public and privately-owned 

occupancies.  With a strong focus on “campus” environments, we serve state and local government, DoD/DoE 

and other research complexes, data centers, critical infrastructure, corporate offices, manufacturing, healthcare 

and hospital facilities, K-12 public, private and boarding schools, colleges and universities, financial services, multi-

residential housing units, large-scale retail venues, mixed-use developments, houses of worship, and cultural 

properties, among others.

Most organizations are looking for a strategic partner to help them work through the tough security concerns that 

keep them up at night. We can help plan, design, and execute a custom security solution for your company. With 

over 32 years of experience, we understand the intricacies of our industries and can help you keep your locations, 

assets, teams and customers safe.


